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Introduction
Your speakers today

Focus of their intervention

François Ducuroir
•
•
•
•

Managing Partner at Reacfin
Trader, credit portfolio manager and B/S manager
Specialist in Risk & Finance solutions
Teaching Financial institution management (UCL)

•
•

Rationale for SAA
Methodologies selection & practical
implementation aspects

•
•
•

Optimization criteria’s and constraints
Adequate granularity and benchmarks
Reacfin on- & off-line tools demo

•

Development of Economic Scenario
Generators
Selection of stochastic models

Wim Konings
•
•
•

Manager at Reacfin
Specialist of assets and portfolio modeling
Leading Reacfin’s development of ESG’s and
portfolio management tools

Dr. Sebastien de Valeriola
•
•
•
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Senior consultant at Reacfin
Specialist in stochastic modelling and advanced
quantitative methods
Teaching actuarial science (UCL & ULB)
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•

Introduction
Rationale for the increasing needs to beef-up Asset Allocation capacities

•

Increasing regulatory pressure on available own funds and liabilities matching
o
o
o

•

Reviewed Risk Appetite requirements:
o
o

•
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Business model focused
Increasing importance of forward-looking horizon

Difficult in-force management under current market conditions
o
o

•

Solvency II, IFRS ( with focus on Fair Value and Market Risks)
Basel‘s, IFRS, IRRBB, ALMM (duration & liquidity gaps, CPM, trading & banking books)
PF: Evolution of IORP Framework, local evolutions

Vanishing “Risk-free” time value driving a need for risk taking
‘green-field’ new comers (e.g. Fin Tech) getting competitive advantage

Unexpected clients demands affecting the liabilities
o

Increasingly rationale retail behavior (e.g. evolution of prepayment rates on mortgages, quid lapses for life
insurance contracts if rates bounce back up?)

o

Fears for recessions & threats on traditional LT savings (e.g. Legal pension) keeping saving propensity high

o

Emerging demand for Personal ALM / Life cycle asset management in affluent & private banking segments
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Introduction
Developing a business-centric approach for financial institutions
Optimizing an identified scope
Assets

 under constraints

Liabilities

Business Assets

Equity & own corporate debt

(Own Offices, Loans,
Reinsurances, etc.)

Business Liabilities
Investment portfolio

: taken into account but
unaffected

Ex-ante
High gain
Questions
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( Insurances contracts,
Deposits, etc.)

Taking into account
• the company's business model & balance sheet
• The company’s business strategy
• medium & long-term risk appetite
• the capital requirements (i.e. Solvency II, Basel II/III)
• Accounting framework
• Potential impacts on the company's liquidity profile
• Various sets of assumptions for future market conditions

: to be optimized for
risks & return

•

How effectively can we determine (quantify) the components of the B/S scope? (e.g. challenges in subportfolios allocations)

•

Given its business specificities & expectations for long term market & activity conditions, to maximize value
creation and/or stability of earnings which portfolio allocation criteria’s should the firm prioritize:
o Across relevant asset classes?
o Across maturities buckets?
o Across main rating categories?

•

How should the target allocation compare to peers given similarities & specificities in business model?
 Reacfin 2016

Dummy illustrative example
using Reacfin tools!

Introduction

Personal ALM Approach: Liability driven SAA applications for Wealth Managers & Private Bankers
1.

Identifying expected cash-flows profiles (typically per client types) & relevant risk/value drivers

2.

Quantifying in & out-flows (e.g. using life-cycle categories) & possibly personalized tailoring

3.

Considering initial investable amount & point in life-cycle, minimize probability of shortfalls
or maximize FV based sharp ratio

Example of value drivers proxies

Illustrative example
In-flows
(long positions)

Out-flows
(short positions)
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Replicating
portfolio driven
approach
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Fixed rate & inflation
Capped/floored OLO rate & inflation
Fixed rate & Profit Sharing ( basket proxy)
Equities
Securities Basket & Real Estate
Inflation
Market rates (e.g. OLO)
Inflation (& RE prices?)
Securities Basket & Real Estate
Real Estate
(Health) Inflation
Inflation
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Main methodological approaches
Overview of main approaches


   
 

   ""


 

  


 

Concept

Deterministic liabilities
pattern is matched with
best possible FI portfolio
on deterministic
scenario

Total return / volatility
optimization based on
normality of return
assumption (“MuSigma”)

Optimization based on
“Simple” GBM ESG’s

Optimization based on advanced
ESG ’s modeling various risk drivers
and assets/liabilities behaviors for
which both FV and future cashflows need to be modelled

When

Assessing “trivial”
solutions (e.g. to
minimize risks & capital
consumption solutions)

Limited optionality, low
reinvestment rules
complexity & no
endowments rules

FV driven (optionality,
reinvestment rules or
endowments rules) &
high-level constraints

Income-focused optimization,
relevant CF optionality, large
number of various constraints,
multi-criteria assessments

Typical Focus

Assessing a
predetermined assumed
solution

Asset-only optimization
for dynamically
managed portfolio’s

Possible short-falls over
long term periods

Limits breaches and (accounting)
P&L evolution/volatility
assessments

Typical
applications

Structured/products in
Run-Off

Intra-asset class
optimization, Non FI
portfolios

Lightly regulated
Pension-Funds or high
level assessments

« Regulatory-driven » (e.g. Banks or
Insurance )

No

No

Limited

Yes

Ability to handle
liabilities
optionality
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Main methodological approaches
Don’t rush to stochastic SAA’s – they might not be needed

SAA Approach selection
Ex-ante
assumption on
optimal portfolio

yes

No

FV & limited
optionality / rules

No

Cash-Flows or
decisions driven
yes

Income-driven
stochastic simulation
10

No

TR Stochastic
optimization

yes

TR Mean-Variance
optimization
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Deterministic cashflow matching

Main methodological approaches
Total Return vs. Income driven approaches

Total Returns based
Con’s

Pro’s
• Simpler modeling

• Limited modeling of embedded optionality (FV only)

• “Easy” coherent Risk/Return assumption
settings

• Poor modeling of balance sheet and P&L mechanisms

• Possibility to estimate « closed form »
optimization solution for simplified cases

Income Focused
Con’s

Pro’s
• More accurate modeling of actual market
behavior
• More accurate modeling of P&L & balance
sheet mechanism

• More complex modeling (key advice: start simple!)
• Increased number of parameters (e.g. mean reversion
speeds, etc.)

• Better modeling of embedded optionality
11
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Main methodological approaches
Total Return approaches in a nutshell
• For each Sub-Asset Class we identify one or more Benchmarking indices which we use as calibration reference to
define.
o

Expected Returns: forward looking annualized total returns assumption (mu).

o

Expected Risks: forward looking annualized volatilities assumptions (sigma).

o

We assume return obey Geometric Brownian Motion processes

• Interdependencies between risk drives are modelled by a matrix of expected correlations

• Having then for each sub-asset class a vector of MtM Size, Expected Returns, Expected Risks and cross correlations,
the Portfolio (and Asset Class) risk return profiles level could be computed under Gaussian Distribution assumptions
for log-returns using the following formulas:

Where,
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E(Rp ) refers to the expected return of the portfolio
E(Ri ) refers to the expected return of sub-asset class i
ϖI refers to the proportional weighting of sub-asset classes i

Where,
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σp refers to the expected risk of the portfolio
σi & σi refer to the expected risk of sub-asset classes i & j respectively
ϕij refers to the correlation between sub-asset classes i & j
ϖi & ϖj refer to the proportional weighting of sub-asset classes i & j respectively

Main methodological approaches
Reacfin’s typical TR simulation engines architecture

Calibration engine

Instruments
simulation engine

Mu’s & sigma’s for all risk
drivers & correlations

Monte-Carlo GBM
processes

Management decisions
Portfolio Auto-Pilot

KRI’s & KPI’s
Risk return parameters

Target Portfolio’s Generator
Large number of Randomly drawn
(under constraints) possible portfolio’s

Y/Y Evolution & rebalancements
Endowments
With & without optionality proxy

Optimization
The determination of efficient frontier and
optimal portfolio’s can be done considering
all recorded portfolio characteristics in time,
through granular filtering and selection of
portfolio with optimal allocation.
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Selection/rejection criteria’s on ALM,
Liquidity & capital requirements

Main methodological approaches
Income Focused SAA: ESG modeling concept

We simulate risk drivers, not values
•

Risk Drivers are the fundamental parameters (the building blocks) which determine the risk & performance profile of a
specific asset or liability

•

E.g. in the market risk model a mapping is needed to picture the evolution of the asset prices through the evolution of a
limited number of risk drivers.

Market Instruments

Risk drivers
Credit Spreads

Corporate Bonds
Inflation Linked Bond

Yield Curve

Shares

Inflation
Equity Price Indices

Simulated under Real World Assumptions! (Risk Neutral assumptions are for pricing/valuation purposes)
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Dummy illustrative example
using Reacfin tools!

Main methodological approaches
Don’t over-complexify your Real World ESG’s

Example of Basic “Starters” toolkit

Asset/Liab. Class

Fixed Income

Other
(i.e. Equity & Real Estate)

Risk Driver

Model

Interest Curve

Cox-Ingersoll-Ross

Spreads (per rating class)

(Displaced) Black-Karasinski

Rating Migration (incl. default)

Constant Matrix

Total Return Indices

Geometric Brownian
Motions (“GBM”)
and/or
Merton Models

(Displaced - CIR)

(D)BK

(Jump diffusion processes)

A/L Classes interactions
15

Correlation Matrix
 Reacfin 2016

Constant LT correlations

Mean reverting
processes using
displacement
factors to
handle negative
rates/spreads

Dummy illustrative example
using Reacfin tools!

Main methodological approaches
Income Focused SAA: Model architecture

ESG Tool (Reacfin or Client’s)

Set Up configuration file

ESG Tool
Model Calibration

Balance-sheet model
Balance Sheet
metrics
Market Values
Earnings / CF
Durations
Solvency Ratio
RWA’s
Economic Capital
Liquidity Metrics
Etc.

Instrument Tool
Individual Assets
Runoff Mode

Portfolio Model
Aggregation
Investment rules
Rebalancing Rules

Scenario Generation

Export Results

16

Results Analysis & optimization tool
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Main methodological approaches
Income Focused SAA: reinvestment rules in the Portfolio Model

Too complex reinvestment rules may fully determine your target allocation: keep them simple!
Example of basic implementation
Depending on the granularity of the asset class 2 different approaches are used:

1•

Reinvestments based on a “target” or “model” portfolio. At a given point in time the distance between the prevailing
portfolio and the target portfolio determines the reallocation of the free cash. The target portfolio may defined in terms of
book value (fixed income) & cost value (shares) or fully in fair value

2•

Allocation based on fixed reinvestment weights. Different such weights are assessed/tested in the simulation process

Free cash
1

Investment Portfolio
Govies

Financials

Mortgages

…

2

Corp. Loans

…

2

Ratings/Maturities/Coupon Type
17

Business Portfolio

Maturities/Coupon Type/…
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Defining the optimization criteria’s
Which optimization criteria’s and which constraints
•

Expected NII (Net Interest Income ): the expected financial margin between what is earned on the assets and
paid on the liabilities. In case the portfolio is accounted for at mortised cost this is approximately equivalent to the
financial result in the income statement.

•

Expected FV: the expected market value return on the portfolio

•

NII Volatility: the variability of the NII result over different economic scenarios and over time. Most financial
institutions try to lock in a certain spread between the their liability cost and their asset return (and are not
involved in directional strategies) with the purpose of achieving a very stable P&L.

•

FV Volatility: Even in an income based SAA institutions might want to limit the FV volatility of their assets and
liabilities. For others the FV volatility has an direct impact on the available capital or the payment of endowments.

•

Expected capital consumption: For financial institutions which need to comply with regular capital rules (Basel II,
Solvency II), capital consumption puts an important constrain on which asset allocations are within reach given
the available capital.

•

Interest rate risk measures: for some institutions interest rate risk is naturally included via the capital
consumption but even those might choose to put constrains on the interest risk (e.g. duration gap).

•

Liquidity risk measures: banks have to comply with regulatory liquidity ratio’s, but also insurance companies and
pensions funds will prefer to keep a buffer of liquid assets or minimize the mismatch between the cash flows of
assets and liabilities.

•

Sum of Future endowments (SFE): pensions funds prefer to limit the probability that endowments will be needed
to be paid in order to meet its liabilities.

Return

Risk
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Defining the optimization criteria’s
Which optimization criteria’s and which constraints
•

The choice of the optimization objective and the various optimization constrains depends on the type of
institution.
Optimization Objectives
Objective*

Capital/
Solvency

++

++

Interest
Rate Risk

++

++

"##⁄ "## %*+&,-+-,.

Liquidity

++

+

/)

Min

Profit
Sharing
Target

+

0 /) 1 2

Min

FV
volatility

++

(*)

•

20

Max

Max

Private
Wealth
Manager

Insurer

!)%$⁄%&'!)%$

Insurer

Pension
Fund

Bank

!"##$⁄%&'!"##$

Bank

Constrains

Max

Max

Constraint

Pension
Fund

Private
Wealth
Manager

++

++

!3$: the expected value for X ; %&' 3 : the variance or volatility for X ;
NII = Net Interest Income ; FV = Fair Value ; SFE = Sum of (expected NPV ) of Future Endowments

In order to determine the optimization constrains it is important o make a link with the risk appetite of the
organization/client.
 Reacfin 2016
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Considerations regarding the granularity of asset & liabilities classes
Granularity Assets
•

The following table gives an overview of the dimensions to consider when assessing the asset granularity of the
balance sheet for the SAA.
Asset Class

Sectors/Type*

Rating

Maturity

Coupon Type

Geography

x

x

Liquid Assets
Bonds

x

x

x

Listed Equity

x

x

Listed Real Estate

x

x
Non-Liquid Assets

•

Loans

x

x

x

Private Equity

x

x

Direct Real Estate

x

x

In general, there will be limited differences with respect to the asset side of the balance sheet between different
type of investors (banks, insurance undertakings, private wealth managers, pension funds), although some
investors will not have access to all asset classes or have access in different forms (direct investments versus funds).
(*) Sub assets types e.g. for Bonds: Sovereigns, Corporates NF, Financials, Covered, Structured credit, Hybrids, etc.
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Considerations regarding the granularity of asset & liabilities classes
Granularity Liabilities
•

The modeling granularity of the liabilities depends heavily on the type of institution.

•

For banks:

•

•

23

•

Saving accounts: Replicating portfolio approach

•

Term accounts: very similar behavior to a fixed rate bond and can be modeled as such;

•

Short term funding: very similar behavior to a floating rate bond and can modeled as such;

For insurance/pensions fund :
•

For insurance undertakings, often the scope is limited to life insurance since the reinvestment risk on nonlife products is limited;

•

Profit sharing rules must be modeled;

•

Model points can be introduced to limit the runtime of the balance sheet projection;

For private wealth managers:
•

Liabilities are based on the expected cash outflows based on the financial lifecycle of the client.

•

Benchmarked as long-short positions in different Risk drivers (implicit liabilities are short positions)

 Reacfin 2016
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Benchmarking and calibration
Benchmarking and calibration
•

•
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Performing a SAA calibration usually consist of two steps:
•

Historical Calibration: assessing the risk/return profile by focusing on the historical behavior of the asset class
over a given time window.

•

Expert Judgement Corrections: adjusting the historical parameters by incorporating forward looking expert
judgement to correct for known biases in the historical calibration (e.g. interest rates might not revert back
towards their long term means, equity might have underperformed over the calibration window, etc.).

In order to perform the historical calibration each asset class must be linked to a representative benchmark for
which historical marked data is available. Choosing representative benchmark is driven by the following key
attention points:
•

Market Access: How can the client get exposure towards the asset class (e.g. directly or via a fund)?

•

Transparency: is the composition of the benchmark published?

•

Available Variables: Which variables are published? Only the total return or also duration, yield, average
coupon, (Option-Adjusted) Spreads, etc.?

•

Time Horizon & Frequency: Since when is the benchmark available? With which frequency is it published
(daily, monthly, quarterly)?

•

Examples: iBoxx indices, EFFA, Barclays (ex-Lehman),etc.
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Benchmarking and calibration
Calibration for TR – based optimization
•

A total return based SAA requires the calibration of
the following parameters
•

Expected Return: the average (log)return that
an investor expects to earn on the asset class

•

Volatility: the volatility of the (log)returns
that indicates how risky the asset class is

•

In theory there should be a strong relation
between the volatility and the expected returns
when comparing different asset classes with each
other.

•

In practice, a pure historical calibration might not
correctly reflect this relationship since using a
particular calibration window can introduce a bias
towards certain asset classes.

Illustration Risk/Return Calibration

ADD GRAPH MAGICAL CURVE

: Adaptations for prevailing
market expectations*

(*) typically accounting for current market conditions on short term rates &
analysts LT expectations for more risky assets
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Benchmarking and calibration
Calibration for Income focused optimizations
•

An ESG based SAA requires the calibration of a number of additional/alternative parameters
•

Long term mean: what is the long run level of a certain interest rate and credit spread towards it will
converge in the long run?

•

Mean reversion speed: how fast will rates converge from their current levels towards the long term
mean? At which pace are they “pulled” back towards the long term mean in scenarios where large
deviations from this mean occur?

•

Volatility: what is the magnitude or variability of rate changes?

Illustration Long Term Mean Calibrations for Interest Rates

ADD GRAPH LONG TERM INTEREST CALIBRATION ALTENRATIVES
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Benchmarking and calibration
Calibration
•

Both the calibration of a total return based as an ESG based SAA require the calibration of the correlations
between the different total return indices or ESG risk drivers.

•

In practice, it is preferable to perform this calibration on an historical basis over a time horizon where data is
available for asset classes included in the SAA. Using expert judgement corrections or using different time
horizons might lead to incorrect or unstable correlation matrices (semi positive definite property!).

•

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) techniques can be used to further reduce the dimensions of the
correlation matrix in order to make sure the risk drives will evolve in a well-behaved manner.

Correlation Matrix Interest Rates

Factor Loadings PCA (first three components)

ADD GRAPH
CORRELATION MATRIX

28

ADD GRAPH
PCA
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Development of ESG’s
Elementary steps of an ESG implementation

No matter what kind of ESG you want to implement, beginning the implementation with a simple yet
solid basis is crucial: « You cannot run before you can walk »!.
4 main steps in the implementation of an ESG :
1. Choice of ESG family:
o Two main families of ESG: “Historical returns resampling” based or “Stochastic modelling”.
o High Gain Question: will the ESG straightforwardly replicate historical events to forecast future, or use
historical events to calibrate a model which will be used to forecast future?

2. Selection of Risk Drivers and models (in the case the second family is selected),
3. Model calibration including
o Historical calibration
o Handling expert judgement corrections
o Defining (and possibly adapting) dependence structure,

4. Implementation of the forecasting process, including the dependence structure.
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Development of ESG’s
First ESG family: historical returns sampling

•

ESG of the first family consider past returns and chose randomly among them for the future returns:

Recompute
series

Compute
returns
Copy
randomly
past returns
in the future
31
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Development of ESG’s
First ESG family: historical returns sampling

•

•

32

Advantages:
o

All types of past events can be copied, even the most extreme ones,

o

The implementation is easy,

o

The simulation is not very time- and resource-consuming,

o

Multiple properties can be implicitly “copied” (asymmetry, distribution, interdependencies …).

Drawbacks:
o

The underlying random process is not really understood,

o

The calibration of the « parameters » (e.g. the length of the historical window to consider) can be very difficult,

o

No analytical form exists, and thus simulations are necessary for everything,

o

The future can be worse than the past,

o

It can be difficult to model multiple quantities with very different properties (different granularity, …).
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Development of ESG’s
Second ESG family: stochastic modelling

Stochastic model

+

Often specified through the dynamics
associated to the model, e.g.:
d35 6 7 8

Model calibration
Determine which parameters fit
best the historical data, e.g.:
7 6 0,75 ; 8 6 1 ;

33

: 6 0,05

35 d, 9 : d;5

Random generation
Obtained through a discretization
algorithm of the dynamics, e.g.:
35BCD 6 1

7 35 9 7 8 Δ, 9 :F
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Development of ESG’s
Second ESG family: stochastic modelling

•

•
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Advantages:
o

Understanding of the underlying random process,

o

A lot of information can often be obtained analytically (distribution, pricing formulas, …),

o

Various parameters can be configured, so that the modeler can achieve what he is looking for,

o

Different validation methodologies exist,

o

Adaptable to a large variety of different quantities (granularities, …),

Drawbacks:
o

The implementation of the calibration is really tricky in some cases,

o

The calibration and the simulation can be very time- and resource-consuming,

o

The model choice has a very large impact on the forecasting,

o

Material risk of “over-assumptions” (e.g. is mean-reversion really reasonable for rates, spreads?)

o

The observed past behavior is sometimes difficult to replicate.
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Selection of stochastic processes

•

The model choice of course highly depends on the
variable to be modelled!

•

Each financial and economical quantity has
different observable (or assumed) properties,
which drives the model choice.

•

An important example of such a property is mean
reversion, i.e. tendency to go back to a long-term
average fixed level.

•

It is often assumed for fixed income risk drivers
(rates, spreads, inflation), while of the risk drivers
of some other assets may not enjoy this
characteristics.

•

Of course a trade-off should be considered
between model’s complexity and model’s
predictive ability. For instance as a result of crisis
periods over the recent years and given the strong
decline of rates over the last decades, some are
questioning the Mean-reverting” assumption.

36

Complexity of the model

Model choice is driven by observable market properties

Example of
successive
model choices

starting model

Predictive ability of the model
 Reacfin 2016

Selection of stochastic processes
Some examples

Property

Suited for

Examples of models

Remarks

« Higher »
frequency of
extreme events

Stocks, Direct
Real Estate

Jump models, Heston,
CEV, …

A lot of different models exist.
As extreme events are rarely observed, calibration
is sometimes difficult.

Mean reversion

Rates, spreads,
energy prices

Vasicek, Hull-White, CoxIngersoll-Ross, BlackKarasinski, …

A lot of different models exist.
The calibration of the target can be very
challenging, especially in today’s market structure.

Upward moves
larger/smaller
than downward
moves

Stocks, some
commodities

Heston, CEV

The volatility is a standalone stochastic process in
this model, which can be hard to calibrate,
especially in a real world ESG.

Positivity

Asset prices,
rates ?

Log-normal models, CoxIngersoll-Ross*, SABR

Some variables recent evolution (e.g. interest rates)
were known to enjoy this property but no longer
do since about a year.

(“Fat tails”)

37

*: if some assumptions hold
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Selection of stochastic processes
Some examples

Property

Suited for

Market showing Stocks, real
estate,
different
commodities
regimes

Examples of models

Remarks

Markov switching

When the « internal » model is not very simple,
handling is complex.

(e.g. downtrend and
uptrend)

Leverage effect

Commodities,
stocks

CEV*

A parameter choice drives the relation between the
process and its volatility, representing the leverage
effect or the inverse leverage effect.

Jumps

Spreads, energy
prices, stocks

Merton, Gamma, Inverse
Gaussian

Setting up a dependence structure taking into
account jumps is challenging.
Depending on the process type, the structure can
be rich or easily approximated.

38

*: if some assumptions hold
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Selection of stochastic processes
Dependence structure
•

A real issue in the implementation of an ESG is that, as several different variables are jointly modelled, we have to
take into account the dependence structure between them.

•

Two approaches can be considered:

Correlation
Advantages

Drawbacks

39

Copulas

•

Very simple to implement.

•

•

Straightforward historical calibration
and simulate.

The spectrum of all possible dependence
structures is very large.

•

Several generalizations exist, which are suited to
very complex and exotic processes

•

Can be difficult to calibrate.

•

Calibration and simulation can be high time- and
resource-consuming (especially for large
dimensional models).

•

The standard copulas are not suited for jump
processes, and the natural generalization is really
hard to handle.

•

Simulation is very low time- and
resource consuming.

•

The dependence structure is very
limited (linear dependence only).

•

Challenging adaptation for expert
judgement

•

Not suited for processes « too far »
from Normal distribution
assumptions.
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Reacfin on-line & off-line tools
Online ESG under Real-World assumptions

•

Simplified demo version (based on data up to Sept2014) available on: http://apps.reacfin.com/ESG/

•

We assemble tailored password-protected “production” versions for our clients on demand
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Reacfin on-line & off-line tools
Browser based balance-sheet simulation tool

•

42

Usually off-line browser-based tailored solutions assembled on demand (can be server-based on on-line)
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Who we are

What we do

Reacfin s.a. is a consulting firm, spin-off of the University of Louvain.
Our mission is to develop innovative solutions & robust tool to help our
clients manage their risks, capital & portfolios.
We primarily serve financial institutions and some large corporations.
The company started its activities in 2004 as a spin-off of the University of Louvain, focused on
actuarial consultancy to Belgian insurers, pension funds and mutual organizations. Rapidly, Reacfin
expanded its business internationally and broadened its scope to various aspects of quantitative &
qualitative risk management, financial modeling and strategic advice to financial institutions.
We attract and develop the best people, sharing strong common values and aim at becoming a
bridge linking academic excellence and market best practice
Spread over its 3 offices in Louvain-La-Neuve, Antwerp and Luxembourg, Reacfin employs about
30 consultants most of which hold PhD’s or highly specialized university degrees.
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•

Quantitative Finance
Modeling

•

Model implementation
(including calibration, operational
processes, governance framework and
policies advisory)

•

Validation & model reviews

•

Robust tools development

•

Specialized strategic risk
consulting

Our driving values
We put great emphasis at strictly articulating our work around 5 fundamental driving values:
Excellence: our outstanding feature
To deliver more than is expected from us, we attract the best people and develop their skills to the most
cutting-hedging techniques supported by a robust and rigorous knowledge management framework.

Innovation: our founding ambition
Leveraging on our profound academic roots, we are dedicated on creating inventive solutions by
combining our extensive professional experience with the latest scientific research.

Integrity: our commitment
We put work ethics, client's best interest and confidentiality as the foundation of our work. We are fully
independent and dedicated at telling the truth.

Solution-driven: our focus
We produce for our clients tangible long-term sustainable value. We help our clients not only to reach
the top, we help them reaching the stable top.

Reliability: our characteristic
We never compromise on the quality of our work, the respect of deadlines & budgets and our other
commitments. We don’t produce reports, we deliver results!
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Reacfin’s partners

46

Prof. Pierre Devolder (Chairman)
• Pr. Actuarial Science & Finance
• PhD in Sciences
• MSc. Actuarial Sciences
• MSc. Mathematics
• Non-Life Ex.Co. Member Axa Belgium

Xavier Maréchal
• MSc. Actuarial Sciences
• MSc. Civil Engineering
• MSc. Business Management
• Researcher in Actuarial Science and
author of several refence books

Dr. Maciej Sterzynski
• PhD Economics
• MSc. Economics & Finance
• MSc. Law
• Specialist of qualitative Risk Management
• Co-Author of the CRD and Solvency II directive

Francois Ducuroir
• MSc. Appl. Mathematics
• Msc. Applied Economics
• Structured Solutions at Barclays Capital
• CPM & Capital solutions at BNP Paribas Fortis
• Prof. Banks & Fin. Instit Mgmt (Univ. of Louvain)
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Reacfin’s 4 core fields of expertise
Insurance specialities

Risk & Portfolio Management
ALM, Portfolio Management & Quantitative Finance

Life, Health and Pension

 Implementation and calibration of stochastic models for
valuation, trading and risk Management purposes

 DFA* Models

 Times series analysis & modelling

 Capital Requirement assessment

 Pricing of financial instruments & development of ALM models

 Business valuation support

 Design/review/implementation of systematic trading &
hedging strategies

 Product development (pricing, profitability,..) & Reserving
 Model validation

 Business intelligence in ALM or Portfolio Management
 Tools development (Valuation, Pricing, hedging, portfolio
replication, etc.)
 Design of Capital Management solutions

Qualitative Risk Management, Restructuring & Operations

Non-Life

 Organization & Governance

 Reserving: triangle methods, individual claims modelling

 Businesses restructuring & change management

 Pricing: frequency and severity modelling, large claims
analysis, credibility methods, commercial constraints

 Implementation and industrialization of processes
 Internal & regulatory reporting (KRI’s & KPI’s dashboards)

 DFA models: cash-flows projection, calibration of models

 Model Review frameworks

 Reinsurance: modelling covers, optimal reinsurance
programs

 Model Documentation
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(*) DFA = Dynamic Financial Analysis

What we deliver

State of the art
technical skills

Expertise in most advanced quantitative modelling & academic excellence of a spin-off
All our consultants hold multiple masters or Phd.
Best-in-class qualitative risk management leveraging on highly experienced senior consultants
Hands-on implementation solutions, tested for real-world conditions

Balanced and
pragmatic
approach

 Client-centric solutions focussed on deliverables
 Respecting the principle of proportionality
 Cost efficient within tight pre-agreed budgets

No black box
Solutions

 We deliver results, not reports!
 Truly open source solutions
 Close cooperation with our clients

Clearly structured
processes

Documentation,
coaching &
training
48






 Lean & efficient tailored project management
 Regular progress reviews
 Close cooperation with our clients

 Clear & comprehensive documentation compliant existing or upcoming regulation
 Adapted trainings at all levels of the organisation
 Coaching support for implementation and operationnalisation of processes
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Contact details

Place de l’Université, 25
B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium)
T +32 (0) 10 84 07 50
www.reacfin.com
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Xavier Maréchal

François Ducuroir

Maciej Sterzynski

Managing Partner
M +32 497 48 98 48

Managing Partner
M +32 472 72 32 05

Managing Partner
M +32 485 97 09 16

Xavier.marechal@reacfin.com

francois.ducuroir@reacfin.com

Maciej.sterzynski@reacfin.com
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Disclaimer:
The recipient of this document should treat all
information as strictly confidential and only in the
context stated below. Information may not be
disclosed to any third party without the prior joinconsent of Reacfin.
Estimates given in this presentation are based on our
current knowledge, they can be based upon our
previous experience within the Undertaking, as well as
taking into account similar projects in the same
context as the Undertaking, either locally, within
majority of the EU countries as well as overseas.
This presentation is only the supporting document of
a verbal presentation. Hence, it is not intended to be
exhaustive. Quoting or using this document on its own
might be misleading. As a result, these materials may
not be used by anybody except their authors nor
should they be relied upon in any way for any purpose
other than as contemplated
by joint written
agreement with Reacfin.
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Place de l’Université 25
B-1348 Louvain-la-Neuve
www.reacfin.com

